Abstract
INTRODUCTION
When we retrieve the information from a given corpus it is known as Information Retrieval [1] and when our corpus and queries are in the same language it is known as mono-lingual information retrieval. In Cross-lingual Hindi-English Information Retrieval our Corpus is in English and queries are transliterated from Hindi to English [1] [2] . Information retrieval (IR) is the area of study concerned with searching for documents, for information within documents, and for metadata about documents, as well as that of searching relational databases and the World Wide Web. There is overlap in the usage of the terms data retrieval, document retrieval, information retrieval, and text retrieval, but each also has its own body of literature, theory, praxis, and technologies. IR is interdisciplinary, based on computer science, information science, linguistics and statistics. Translation can be performed manually as well as with the help of machine. There are various tools available which is performed the translation these tools are known as "Statistical Machine Translator" as example "GIZA++" [3] ,"MOSES" [4] and Google Translator is also a very good Statistical Machine Translator(SMT) [6] . Transliteration means converting the statements word by word in other languages for the above statement "Anita eats mango", the transliterated in the Hindi language is " अनीता खाती हɇ आम ".
Monolingual retrieval always gives better results. It can because here the corpus and queries in the same language. Its higher probability that there are no out of vocabulary (OOV) words. In transliteration system obtained results is poor with respect to monolingual system due to some out of vocabulary words exist in our query due to transliteration.
II. DATA SET
We have experimented on data set taken from the FIRE (Forum for Information Retrieval and Evaluation) [5] . 
C. Query Relevance
The query relevance, downloaded from FIRE is useful to know that relevant query and the corresponding file of corpus. Table 2 ). Table 3 ). Figure1and Figure 2 ).
F. Apply the manual mining on results obtained in 3.5 and creation of new query file
We create a new query file. In this query file we place only those queries which had given the better results between transliterated query (see given figure (see Figure 3) we can see that query number 76 is giving better result under translated condition. Similarly we can see for other queries. Now we create a new query file where we place some translated form of query and some transliterated form of query. This new query file is used for the results calculation, (see Figure 3) . 
Analyze the results (Query wise) obtained in Sections 3.3 and 3.4
In Terrier (open source) there is a facility for analyzing our results query wise. As an Example in experiments there are 50 queries. Some of them give better result under Transliterated version of query and some of giving better result under translated version of query. We obtained the Figure1and Figure 2 ).
Apply the manual mining on results obtained in 3.5 and creation of new query
We create a new query file. In this query file we place only those queries which had given the better results between transliterated query (see Figure 1 ) and translated query (see Figure 2) . In given figure (see Figure 3) we can see that query number 76 is giving better result under translated condition. Similarly we can see for other queries. Now we create a new query file nslated form of query and some transliterated form of query. This new query file is used for the results calculation, (see Figure 3) . 
We create a new query file. In this query file we place only those queries which had given the Figure 1 ) and translated query (see Figure 2) . In given figure (see Figure 3) we can see that query number 76 is giving better result under translated condition. Similarly we can see for other queries. Now we create a new query file nslated form of query and some transliterated form of query. 
I. APPLICATION AREA
India is the country of multilingual people means there are various languages as well as various culture. For communicating with others or sharing the information it is mandatory that both entities must communicate in common medium. In India languages but simultaneously they know or rather understand English language. Suppose there is a problem with respect to the language we take the input from user (sender) passed the information t proposed methodology then user(s) (receiver) receives, the information in respective language, which is very close to the monolingual retrieval under Hindi to English. This can be useful to other countries like India.
II. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
We worked in English monolingual and cross lingual tracks and then analyzed the results. our basic CLIR system is improved significantly by the two methodologies for handling OOV words -transliteration lingual retrieval performance (that is enhanced with transliteration generation or mining) is nearly equal to that of our monolingual performance, validating our methodologies for handling OOV terms lingual retrieval.
The result of our experiment shows that if we have transliterated and translated form of the query then applying our proposed methodology, we can obtain much improved by using the stemmer for transliterated queries. We can also propose disambiguation in transliterated queries to improve the result.
Calculation of results under English Corpus and Query list generated in 3.6
In this step we carried out result under English corpus, query list generated in previous step with query relevance file, we find that for the ranking model BB2C Mean Average Precision is .3723.
Under the monolingual Information Retrieval for English Language Mean Average Precision is
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